
hunger connection

PhThgnals

This month we are diving into your connection to hunger and enough. The 

skill of knowing and trusting your hunger and enough signals takes practice 

and attention and that is exactly what I want you focusing on for June.



What I love about this is that it isn’t an exact science. There isn’t a 

destination. It’s you learning your unique signals and signs. You will be given a 

hunger tracker where you will be able to track: making a plan, eating when 

hungry, and stopping at enough. You will also be given a worksheet where 

you will be able to log what your bodies hunger and enough cues are over the 

course of the month as you notice them. By the end of the month you will 

have a list of specific cues to watch for as you hone in on this process of an 

intuitive style of eating that frees you from calorie tracking apps forever.



This month is about discovery, not perfection. You want to be aware of how 

often you are eating when you aren’t hungry and how often you are going 

past enough. Don’t spend time spinning in confusion if you are ignoring these 

signals. At the end of the day, this is the work that loses the actual weight.



So take a moment now to commit to digging into this work and landing at the 

end of the month with much more info about how your body works and 

speaks to you. Your body is always talking to you. Are you ready to start 

listening? Let’s go.



xo



HUNGER CHEAT SHEET
Use this cheat sheet to familiarize yourself with hunger/fullness signals.

Signs you are not quite ready to eat:


You “wonder” if you’re getting hungry. 


Something very specific is all that sounds good. 


You want to eat a snack but wouldn’t eat a chicken breast or hardboiled egg. 


You’re worried maybe you will be hungry soon. 

Signs you are hungry and ready to eat: 


Your stomach feels a bit empty. 


You might have a little bit of a growl. 


You start to feel mentally distracted. 


You begin having thoughts like “I’m getting hungry. I’m about ready to eat.” 


Your hunger feels doable not overly urgent. 


You aren’t feeling shaky. 


Signs you have gone beyond “enough” food: 


You have the thought “I pushed it with those last few bites.” 


Your belly feels heavy.


You are physically uncomfortable.


You feel like you can’t take a deep breath without unbuttoning your pants.


You feel physically sick and stuffed.

Signs you have had “enough” food: 


You’ve lost the focus on your food. 


You start to search for best bites left.


Your mind gets distracted. 


You’re not full, you are satisfied and physically ready to stop eating. 


You’re not bloated. 


You take a big breath or sigh.


You feel yourself sit back from the table.


You begin to wonder if you need another bite or not. 





Recognizing Hunger signals

My hunger cues are...


My enough signals are...


Keep track of your hunger cues and enough signals throughout the month. Become more 

familiar with your body and hunger connection by referring back to this worksheet often to add 

to it as you notice more. Refer to the hunger cheat sheet if you need help getting started.
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Monthly Recap

My “why”...


